Learning Application of Multimedia-Based-Computer Network Using Computer Assisted Instruction Method
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Abstract

In conventional learning, teachers frequently face difficulties to deliver their materials due to limited time and practical materials in teaching network computer. Conventional teaching process, especially practical materials, has still not yet been optimal. Thus, computer and multimedia based learning is required to help the students. Besides it can reduce costs in practical materials procurement, the students can absorb the given knowledge well without thinking of the costs to buy the practical materials. Computer Assisted Instruction Method can present the learning using various media either by picture or video that can assist the effective learning process and simplify the students to manage the learning speed since it is combined with the multimedia. By doing this, the students can practice the lesson materials, study whenever and wherever they want. Computer learning application prioritize user interface, user friendly, which can make the students be diligent and passionate in learning.
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1. Introduction

In conventional learning process, the teachers frequently face difficulties to deliver the materials due to the limited time. The weakness of the current learning system is lack of interaction between the students and the teachers, even among the students [1]. The students tend to ignore the academic and social aspects so that they have less motivation [2]. Learning process is still less optimal if using the inappropriate learning media and method [3]–[6]. The appropriate learning method will determine whether the students can absorb well the given knowledge or not. Computer network is the connection of two or more computers to gain information and communication as much as possible such as the group of computers, printers and other equipment which are connected in one unit. Information and data move by or without the cables so that the computer network user can exchange the document or data, print at the same printers, and share hardware/software which is connected to the network. Each computer, printer or peripheral connected to the network is called node. A computer network can have two, dozens, thousands, or even millions of node.

In computer network lesson, the students are hoped to be able to build and manage the network continuously by understanding the basic principles of network computer system in developing the Local Area Network (LAN) and Wide Area Network (WAN). Applying the Computer Assisted Instruction method and multimedia in this learning, of course, gives the learning format gradually and detailed [7]. The students or user can understand the lesson topic overall. In part of model and exercises in Computer Assisted Instruction, it can help the students or user to know how understand they are in the available materials [8] [9]. Every user will try to get the best score in learning. The significance of the study is to introduce and supervise the students about the network computer. In addition, it can stimulate the students’ interest since it is equipped with the multimedia that can make the learning process more interesting.

2. Research Method

The research method used in this application creation is System Development Life Cycle (SDLC). This method is a series activities conducted by the professional and information system user
to develop and implement the application [10][11]. The phases of SDLC approach are:

a. System plan phase, in this phase, data collection is conducted, and then determines how the system can solve the existing problems.
b. Analysis phase, this analysis phase is done by analyzing the system required to determine the criteria of lecturer assistant such as data analysis, problem identification, and system analysis.
c. Design phase, It is conducted by two stages: (1) Data base design. This design is conducted by creating the table and data structures related to the database. (2) System design in general. At this phase, it is organized the plan of flowchart system procedures in data flow diagram and flowchart system.
d. Implementation phase, It is conducted after the design phase has been completely done. Then, the creation stage is done in programming language. The programming language used is PHP and HTML, while MySQL becomes the database.
e. Trials phase, Trials system is a test conducted after the system creation has been done by having the experiment on the user interface.
f. Usage phase (Maintenance system phase). The usage phase is a phase where the system has been designed and then successfully through the trials phase and then it can be used.

3. Result & Discussion

3.1 Analysis of Computer Network Learning

The results of the computer network learning based on the analysis are as follows:

1. In learning process, there are two ways of preparation:
   a. Teachers’ preparation before conducting the teaching and learning process, there are some meetings in teaching and learning process:
      1. Meeting I
         - The teachers give guidance and referrals to the students on how to use learning media
         - The teachers deliver the topics that will be discussed
         - The learning starts with introducing the tools and devices
      2. Meeting II
         - The teachers give the examples of the tools and devices in pictures
         - The students understand and go deep into the types of devices, tools and software of computer network.
         - The teachers evaluate the students by asking the types, functions, and steps of building the computer network
      3. Meeting III
         - The teachers give the test based on the materials of computer network
         - The students answer the tests by learning media
   b. Some steps in the students’ preparation in teaching and learning process:
      1. Understand
         In this process, the students is aimed to understand the topics given by the teachers, the students can understand and comprehend the learning aims of computer network generally.
      2. Listen
         In this process, the students are aimed to listen the topic content given by the teachers so that the students can understand the learning.

3. Answer
   In the process of answering, the students are aimed to answer the topic content given by the teachers. In this process, the students answer the tests in multiple choice format.

2. The application of Computer Assisted Instruction method in subject matter which is divided into 4 parts, namely:
   a. Tutorial
      In this tutorial process, the teachers describe the definition of computer network; There are two tutorial videos, namely, tutorial video on the use of tools and ways to set the computer network. In each video, there are two techniques of straight and cross cabling.
   b. Material
      In this learning, the materials in discussion of the title content given to the students. In this learning discussion, materials are divided into two, namely:
      1. Cabling System
         This material contains the guidelines about the tools required and how to use, the definition of RJ45 cabling in the form of Straight and Cross
      2. Installation and Network Setting
         This material contains on how to do with the IP setting each unit and giving and sharing IP among servers and client in the concept of LAN
   c. Exercises
      In this learning, exercises are divided into ten questions and a multiple choice format
   d. Game
      In this learning, there is a Game Puzzle (arrange pictures), where the students have to complete the picture arrangement appropriately.

3. In the application plan, the learning consists of some pages/form of application:
   a. Page
      Page is the application content that can run that is the Media Application of basic computer network of introductory learning
   b. Main Page
      This page contains of home navigation, tutorial, material, exercises, game
   c. Home page
      This page contains of guidelines or definition of computer network
   d. Tutorial Page
      This page contains of the guidelines for tools introduction, software, and the ways to set the computer network in the form of video.
   f. Material Page
      This page contains material guides that can be learned about the discussion according to the title page that is the introduction of tools, software, and IP configuration techniques.
   g. Exercises Page
      This page contains the discussion items contained in the material in the form of multiple choice.
   h. Game Page
      This page contains the puzzle to arrange the random pictures

3.2 The Application of CAI Method

The learning using Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) evolves with the development of computers and technology [12]. The use of Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) method in the basic network learning system can be made in several models, namely:

1. Tutorial
   The material presented in the tutorial is the subject matter that has been discussed where the material presented in this
tutorial will be in the form of video and animation, with some menu selection buttons so that the learners can choose the easy material and can repeat the material that has not been understood. This material is made in text and document.

2. Exercise (Drill)
The drill model is an exercise-based learning technique that aims to provide learning experiences to learners through the provision of training questions to test the skills of learners through the speed of completing the training provided by the system, the user is expected to answer questions correctly and quickly, and the computer will provide feedback on answers, in the form of true or false messages. After all the problems are done, the computer will give the message the right number of questions from the number of questions that have been done by the user.

3. Simulation
The simulation in this basic networking study features video simulation of the network using 2 pieces of switch / Hub, sometimes the user has difficulty in determining the criteria. Therefore the authors make the design of this simulation application that will display a network simulation video using 2 pieces of switch / Hub in the form of animation simulation.

4. Games
The game designed is a simple educational game that is how to understand the basic network in solving the problem in the game puzzle, which is expected to eliminate boredom in playing a simple puzzle.

3.3 Implementation
Implementation is the stage done after completing the application design. In this implementation, preparation is conducted on the required application tools.

1. Display Main Menu
In this view there is a second display that is displayed when the application is run and will display some menu options for the user are: tutorials, simulations, exercises, games.

2. Display Tutorial Menu
In the tutorial view contains sub menus of each lesson of basic network system, where each sub displays the basic network system learning materials.

3. Initial Menu Display Exercise
At the beginning, the exercise contains the initial word of exercise and the start button to start the exercise.

4. Display Menu Simulation
This menu displays network simulation using 2 pieces of switch / Hub in the form of animation.
From the result of the questionnaire in Table 1 above, it can be concluded that the application of interactive learning media for Computer Network course is interesting enough in design, easy to use with the satisfied content, and the most important thing is that it can ease the students’ understanding in Computer Network course.

4 Conclusion

Based on the result of the study, it can be concluded that the learning of basic network computer assisted, namely network introduction materials, OSI model materials in computer network, topology network materials, network protocol materials, applying the CAI is aimed to make the students interested in learning basic network materials, besides the materials can be presented by various models such as tutorial, simulation, exercises and games. By using the model, the students are hoped to increase their understanding on the presented materials equipped with the multimedia. This learning of computer network is still simple since it make use of delivering the materials in learning and the lack of the students’ interest in understanding the basic network materials.
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